
ADULT SERVERS PROCEEDURE    OCTOBER 1, 2013 

 

1. Place all 4 Ciborium’s on the Altar. 

 

2. Use the large Altar cloth if available. 

 

3. Place the tray with the Chalices on the Altar. DO NOT remove them 

from the tray. Father will place them at his discretion. Make sure you 

have FIVE purificators. Take one of the purificators, leaving it folded, 

and place it on the corner of the Altar for the wine and water pitchers. 

This will protect the Altar cloth from any spills and drips. 

 

4. You are to serve Father from the RIGHT SIDE (Ambo Side). You will 

wait for Father to finish pouring the wine and water and take both 

pitchers to the Credence Table. 

 

5. You will return with the water pitcher, bowl and cloth for the washing 

of the hands. This will be done from the LEFT SIDE, (Choir Side). 

 

6. If there are not enough servers available at a particular Mass it is 

important that the Adult Server inform Father prior to the start of 

Mass so he can make any necessary adjustments. If we have to go to 

6 stations the format will be as follows: Station #1 CUP                                                                        

        Station #3 BREAD  

Station #4 CUP 

Station #5 CUP 

Station #6 BREAD 

Station #8 CUP 

You will inform the Eucharistic Ministers prior to Mass of this format. 

7. You are to light the Altar candles from the light of the candles by the 

Ambo. Once you have your light BLOW OUT the Ambo candles. 

Make sure you have the candle lit on the Credence table prior to Mass 

as a back up. 



 8. You will now be responsible for serving the Precious Blood to the 

Eucharistic Ministers on the Altar. Meaning, when you come to the 

Precious Blood servers you will serve the first one and leave them the Cup, 

return to the Altar and serve the second one and leave them the Cup, 

return to the Altar and serve the third one and leave them the Cup. The 

fourth Cup will be yours OR Father may decide to serve the Precious Blood 

this Mass. You will know this prior to Mass as he will have signed in at the 

Server’s Room. 

 

 

This procedure will be followed by all visiting Priests. It will be up to 

us to assist the visiting Priest in following these procedures so all 

runs smoothly. 

 


